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The Dachenhausen family has been a force to be reckoned with in open wheel action. Tyler and father 
Ed have all but dominated the win columns in both the Nascar asphalt, and Dirt modified divisions. Tyler 
picking up his second win in as many weeks, taking down the hold over May 14th race, while Ed won the 
regularly scheduled event, following post-race tech, as well as the Dirt Modified event. 

Tyler started outside pole, in the May 14th hold over, and despite a late race challenge from father Ed, 
held on for the checkers in the caution free event. Tyler, Ed, John Cote, Mac Crawson, and Steve 
Kammer Top 5. 

Ed and Tyler started deep in the field for the regularly scheduled event, but it was Ed working his way 
through traffic faster to get to the front. In the end, following post-race tech the top 5 were Ed, Steve 
Kammer, Tyler, Mac Crawson, and Jerry Curry. 

Ed Dachenhausen aced the Dirt Modified field, despite a scary moment when Andy Crane’s mount 
slammed the turn 2 wall after hitting fluids from a car in front of him. He was shaken, but okay after the 
ordeal. In the end it would be Dachenhausen, Joe Knoth, Sean Maloney, Crane. 

Joel Murns Jr. has been close to that win all year, and finally was able to do his famous “Roof Top 
Shuffle” for the fans after the 47 lap Les Quick Sr Memorial event. Murns would hold off Kyle Welsch 
after taking the lead on lap 16, in the caution free event. Top 5 would be Murns, Welsch, Daryl DeBetta, 
George Van Arsdall, Bill Deak, Sr. 

INEX Legends found themselves doing double duty as well with Jack Polan picking up his second win of 
the season over Brad Lowmaster, but Lowmaster would rebound taking the regularly scheduled event 
over Polan. Nate Divone, Joe Przybylinski Sr, and Lexi Przybylinski would round out the top 5 in both 
events. 

Will Sipala would get his first win at the speedway in INEX Bandolero action over Jordan Smith, Mason 
Schwab, Leland Oefelein, and Chevy Rommeney, while Allyson Smith would hold off Madison White in 
Beginner action. 

Tisha Curry would upstage her husband Dan in Modified 4 cylinder action. Sean Lynch would take the 
checkers in the reformed 4cylinder Advance division, while Fawn Card would gain her third win of the 
season in the 4cylinder Novice division. 

Saturday June 4th is an off week for racing at the speedway, however, will still host open practice from 2-
8pm. Racing returns July 11th. Highlighting the program will be the Gary O Donnell Memorial 55 laps Pro 
Stock race and the Jolly Roger Open Competition Enduro. 


